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Method Signatures
Each class of object has a certain set of methods, messages that that object knows
how to respond to. You can figure out everything you need to know about a method
by looking at its "signature". Here is the signature of a method in the Math class:

public double min(double a, double b)
Here, the "modifier" public tells me that this is a method that I am allowed to use; the opposite of
this is private.
The "return type" double that appears before the method name tells me that when I call this method,
the whole method call (both the object reference I am sending to and the message I am sending) will
be replaced by a double value. If the method doesn't give any information back, the return type will
be void.
The "parameters" are a list of variables declared inside the parentheses of the method signature.
These variables are to hold the values I pass long when I call the method. So, this method needs two
expressions that will come out to double values.

Here is an example of calling this method:

double d = Math.min(6.3 * 4.2 - 24.7, 3);

Notice that the value to be assigned to the first parameter, a, is not a single number, but an expression.
Notice also that the value to be assigned to the second parameter, b, is an int, not a double; this is OK
because all integers are also decimal numbers. When I run this code, first the two parameters are evaluated
and assigned to their variables: a = 1.76, b = 3. Then, the method takes those parameters and returns
a value, 1.76; the whole method call, bot the address and the message, is replaced by this value, so that we
have just double d = 1.76;.

. 1 The code below is correctly written. The Mystery class has a method named triangle. Write out
in the space below all method signatures for triangle that must exist, based on what you notice
about the parameter types passed to it. You may assume that it is a public void.

Mystery myst = new Mystery();
myst.triangle(1.5, 2.5, 3.5);
myst.triangle(2.2, new Color(255, 0, 0);
Color blue = new Color(0, 0, 255);
double a = 4;
myst.triangle(a, a, a, blue);
myst.triangle(a / 2, a / 2, a / 2);
myst.triangle(a * 2, new Color(100, 0, 255));

. 2 a) In the code in problem 1, how many objects were created?

b) How many variables were created?

c) How many assignments were made?



d) How many messages were sent?

. 3 Draw in the grid to the left the result of the below code, including the
end position of each Turtle object. Turtles start where shown.

Turtle bob = new Turtle();
Turtle fred = bob;
bob.move(2);
bob.lt(270);
bob.move(-2);
fred.rt(45);
fred.move(1.414);
fred.rt(45);

. 4 In the code that follows, identify mistakes in the lines as either BP (Bad parameter - type is wrong),
BM (Bad mesagee - it's null or can't receive that message), or BS (just generically bad syntax).

Turtle bob = new Turtle();

Color red = new Color(255, 0, 0);

bob = red.setColor();

bob.setColor(new Color(0, 0, 255));

bob = move(2);

Turtle fred;

fred.setColor(red);

bob.move(red);

. 5 What will be stored in b in the example below?

Turtle t = new Turtle();
t.setColor(new Color(100, 200, 50));
int b = t.getColor().getBlue();

. 6 Using the methods in Math, write code that will find the greater of the two roots of the quadratic
equation "ax² + bx + c = 0", for a, b, and c as defined below.

double a = 2, b = 3, c = -6;


